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Big and bold are door trends 
 

The creative team at the Urban Front office are excited about this year’s new trends in door 
design. They have spoken to architects and designers and here is what they discovered:  
 
The woodlands trend is definitely strong and American Black Walnut, in addition to the darker woods, are very 
popular at the moment. In particular, Urban Front is finding Fumed Oak to be the type of wood that makes 

customers go weak at the knees. Fumed Oak has blonde stripes and deep smoked hues, so appeals to many 

different interiors – it also mixes well with American Black Walnut and Wenge. 
 

Oversized doors proved popular last year and this trend continues in 
an even stronger vein. Urban Front is finding most of its enquiries are 

for the biggest doors the company can make – and particularly tall 
internal doors. The idea being a beautiful oversized front door with 

matching oversized internal doors throughout the ground floor. 

 
Bold colours are also in trend especially a splash of individuality. Having 

every window and door on the elevation of the house match isn’t the 
way to go this year. Keeping one distinctive element – in particular the 

front door – can give any house that crucial lift and kerb appeal. 

 
Flush doorsets are the next big thing and Urban Front has already 

started manufacturing this exciting option – these give the distinct 
feeling of a large door when in reality the door is oversized but not to 

the extent it looks with overpanels and side panels with seamless 

joinery. 
 

The team at Urban Front likes to think of a door as a standalone 
piece, so urges customers to be adventurous and bold. The company 

has a Design Clinic where experienced staff can help with all those 
important decisions when choosing a front door. 
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